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Abstract
Background: Providing high-quality diabetes care in nursing homes and home-based care facilities requires
suitable instruments to evaluate the level of diabetes knowledge among the health-care providers. Thus, the
aim of this study was to examine the psychometric properties of the Michigan Diabetes Knowledge Test adapted
for use among nursing personnel.
Methods: The study included 127 nursing personnel (32 registered nurses, 69 nursing aides and 26 nursing
assistants) at three nursing homes and one home-based care facility in Norway. We examined the reliability and
content and construct validity of the Michigan Diabetes Knowledge Test.
Results: The items in both the general diabetes subscale and the insulin-use subscale were considered relevant
and appropriate. The instrument showed satisfactory properties for distinguishing between groups. Item response
theory-based measurements and item information curves indicate maximum information at average or lower
knowledge scores. Internal consistency and the item-total correlations were quite weak, indicating that the
Michigan Diabetes Knowledge Test measures a set of items related to various relevant knowledge topics but
not necessarily related to each other.
Conclusions: The Michigan Diabetes Knowledge Test measures a broad range of topics relevant to diabetes
care. It is an appropriate instrument for identifying individual and distinct needs for diabetes education among
nursing personnel. The knowledge gaps identified by the Michigan Diabetes Knowledge Test could also
provide useful input for the content of educational activities. However, some revision of the test should be
considered.
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Background
The rising worldwide prevalence of diabetes and the increasing older population in many societies mean that
the number of older people with diabetes is expected to
increase in the years to come [1, 2]. Older people with
diabetes may have more difficulty in managing the selfcare required by diabetes because of escalating physical
and cognitive problems, thus increasing the need for
home-based care services and nursing home residence
[1, 3–5]. Further, adequate and appropriate diabetes
knowledge among the nursing personnel providing care
for older people with diabetes is required to meet the
complex daily care needs among this group of older
people. However, insufficient diabetes knowledge among
nursing personnel and a consistent lack of adherence to
evidence-based recommendations and guidelines have
previously been identified in community care [6–9].
Ensuring adequate diabetes knowledge to provide highquality diabetes care in community care settings requires
suitable instruments to evaluate the level of diabetes
knowledge among nursing personnel. A published
review-article from 2013 on existing instruments to assess diabetes knowledge among nurses, advocates updated and sound instruments to assess diabetes
knowledge among nurses [10]. This study therefore
aimed to examine the psychometric properties of an
adapted version of the Michigan Diabetes Knowledge
Test (MDKT) for use among nursing personnel (registered nurses, nursing aides and nursing assistants) regarding its reliability (including internal consistency and
item-total correlations) and content and construct validity (including item response theory analysis and the ability to distinguish between groups). We hypothesized the
following:
1. Registered nurses, nursing aides and nursing assistants
who report experiencing their diabetes knowledge as
sufficient, will obtain higher scores on both the MDKT
general diabetes subscale and the insulin-use subscale
than those who report experiencing their diabetes
knowledge as insufficient in relation to their work
tasks.
2. Registered nurses will obtain higher scores than
nursing aides and nursing assistants on both MDKT
subscales.
3. Those who report being delegated to administer
insulin will report higher scores on both MDKT
subscales than those who have not been delegated.

Methods
Design and participants

We invited six experts to participate in translating the
MDKT into Norwegian, including adaptation for use
among nursing personnel. In addition, we pilot tested
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the Norwegian version among eight nursing personnel
to assess the face validity.
In the main cross-sectional study, 127 nursing
personnel participated: 37 (29 %) registered nurses, 69
(54 %) nursing aides and 21 (17 %) nursing assistants
(no formal health education). Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of the participants recruited from
three nursing homes and one home-based care facility in
Norway.
Questionnaire

In addition to the MDKT, the study questionnaire included
demographic data, items about the participants’ employment status (“full-time work”, “temporary employment status” and “hourly based”), work experience in a nursing
home or home-based care (“<1 year”, “1–5 years” and
“>5 years”), delegation to administer insulin (yes/no) and a
single item about the participants’ perception of their diabetes knowledge being sufficient or not in relation to given
work tasks (yes/no).
The original MDKT included 23 items divided into two
subscales: the general diabetes subscale with 14 items
(items 1–14) (e.g. “Which should not be used to treat low
blood glucose?”) and the insulin-use subscale with nine
items (items 15–23) (e.g. “If you are sick with the flu, which
of the following changes should you make?”) (http://
www.med.umich.edu/borc/profs/documents/svi/dkt5answers.pdf). Each item has three or four answer categories;
one is correct. Before analysis, we recoded the answer categories into two categories, correct (=1) or wrong (=0), and
calculated a sum score for each participant as the percentage of correct answers. The MDKT, which was developed
for use among adults with type 1 or type 2 diabetes, has
previously shown appropriate reliability and validity
[11]. The test was translated into Norwegian for this
study using the academic translation procedure
Table 1 Demographic characteristics for 127 nursing personnel
in three Norwegian nursing homes and one home-based care
facility
Characteristics

n (%)

Profession (n = 127)
Registered nurses

37 (29)

Nursing aides

69 (54)

Nursing assistants

21 (17)

Employment (n = 125)
Permanent

111 (89)

Temporary

14 (11)

Work experience (n = 127)
<1 year

6 (5)

1–5 years

29 (23)

<5 years

92 (72)
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recommended by WHO (www.who.int/substance_abuse/research_tools/translation/en). To adapt the
MDKT for use among nursing personnel, pronouns
were adjusted (e.g. “If you are sick with the flu …” was
changed to “If a person with diabetes is sick with the
flu …”). The originator of the MDKT at the Michigan
Diabetes Research and Training Center approved both
the back-translation of the MDKT and the adaptation
for use among nursing personnel. The MDKT was adjusted previously in a study among mothers of children with diabetes [12]. Additional file 1 shows the
Norwegian version of the adapted MDKT.
Ethical considerations

Ethics committee approval was not required for this
study, but the Data Protection Official for Research approved the study, which was performed according to the
guidelines for research ethics prepared by the Norwegian
National Committees for Research Ethics. The participants received both oral and written information about
the study, and the completed questionnaire was considered as informed consent. The questionnaires were completed at work, and the participants were encouraged to
not collaborate with colleagues.
Analysis

In all analyses, we analysed the MDKT general diabetes
subscale and the MDKT insulin-use subscale separately.
We report descriptive statistics as counts, proportions,
means and standard deviation (SD) to characterize the
sample and their scores on the MDKT subscales and
measure the internal consistency reliability of the subscale scores by using standardized Cronbach’s alpha,
which is equivalent to the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20
(KR-20) for binary items [13, 14]. To identify items that
are not consistent with the rest of the instrument, we
calculated corrected item-total correlations by correlating each single item score with the total score obtained
by summing all the other items in the subscale, not including the item in question.
We used item response theory–based measurements
(one-parameter Rasch model) to analyse response patterns
and how individual items perform within the current
MDKT subscales. The Rasch model assumes that the
probability of a person answering an item correctly depends on the respondent’s underlying trait level and the
item difficulty [15, 16]. For the MDKT, the underlying trait
is diabetes knowledge, referring to a broad range of topics
relevant to diabetes management and treatment. The item
difficulty estimated from the Rasch model quantifies the
difficulty parameter for each individual item, with low
values reflecting easy items. We summarized the performance of each item by an item characteristic curve and an
item information curve (Fig. 1). The item characteristic
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curve for an item displays the estimated probability that a
respondent answers correctly as a function of the underlying latent knowledge level. The underlying knowledge is
displayed as a standardized knowledge score, where a
score equal to zero is the average knowledge level, the
value –1 reflects a score one standard deviation below the
average and +1 reflects a score one standard deviation
above the average. A curve that increases from left to right
indicates that a respondent with a high level of knowledge
has a higher probability of obtaining a correct answer than
respondents with a lower level of knowledge; a flat curve
indicates that a respondent with a high level of knowledge
has the same probability of obtaining a correct answer as
a respondent with a low level of knowledge. This would
suggest that the item should be considered to be eliminated from the test, since it cannot be used to differentiate
between respondents with high and low diabetes knowledge. The item information curve for an item reflects the
level of information across different levels of knowledge.
The highest point on the curve represents the knowledge
level at which the item provides the most information.
High information at low knowledge levels indicates that
the specific item is best suited to differentiate between respondents with lower knowledge. We obtained the total
test information for each subscale as the sum of the information curves for each item in the subscale. We assessed
the adequacy of the one-parameter Rasch models using a
goodness-of-fit test comparing the observed response patterns with the expected patterns according to the model
and by the Akaike information criterion, for which lower
values indicate better fit.
We used independent sample t-tests to test our first hypothesis regarding differences in MDKT subscale scores between those who experience their own diabetes knowledge
as sufficient versus insufficient. We used analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test the second hypothesis regarding the
subscales’ ability to distinguish between the three professions. We also analysed this by analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) and included the duration of the participants’
work experience within the nursing home or home-based
care setting as a covariate. We analysed the third hypothesis
regarding the subscales’ ability to distinguish between those
who administered insulin and those who did not by independent sample t-test.
We defined statistical significance as P < 0.05 and used
SPSS version 22 (IBM SPSS, Armonk, NY, USA). We
performed analysis and item characteristic curves in the
program R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria) using the ltm-package [17].

Results
Reliability

The Norwegian version of the MDKT showed quite weak
internal consistency for the general diabetes subscale
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Fig. 1 The item characteristic curves (ICC) (solid line) and item information curves (IIC) (dashed line) for the items in respectively the general
diabetes subscale (a) and the insulin-use subscale (b) in the MDKT adapted for nursing personnel

(standardized Cronbach’s alpha: 0.57) and for the insulinuse subscale (standardized Cronbach’s alpha: 0.42), implying that considering knowledge as a single underlying construct when the questions included in a scale refer to

various topics (as the MDKT does) might be problematic.
The item-total correlations (Table 2) were >0.2 for items 3,
5, 6 and 10–14 in the general diabetes subscale and >0.2 for
items 20–22 in the insulin-use subscale.
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Table 2 Item-total correlations for the MDKT subscales among
127 nursing personnel in nursing homes and home-based care
Componenta

Percentage
correct

Item-total
correlation

Item difficulty
(Rasch analysis)

1

79.5

0.14

–2.23

2

48.0

0.07

–0.10

3

55.9

0.30

–0.57

4

16.5

0.10

2.35

5

52.0

0.42

–0.50

6

91.3

0.38

–4.06

7

85.0

0.08

–3.42

8

55.1

0.15

–0.40

9

88.2

0.17

–3.42

10

81.1

0.21

–2.60

11

80.3

0.29

–2.45

12

78.7

0.33

–2.28

13

64.6

0.27

–1.25

14

79.5

0.20

–2.50

15

40.9

0.00

0.14

16

84.3

0.04

–3.69

17

52.8

0.05

–0.44

18

71.7

0.14

–1.90

19

95.3

0.08

–6.55

20

81.1

0.46

–3.04

21

84.3

0.27

–3.22

22

81.1

0.33

–3.05

23

53.5

0.18

–0.39

General test (items 1–14)
n = 127

Insulin use (items 15–23)
n = 127

a

The discrimination coefficients were 0.66 for the diabetes general test and
0.71 for the insulin-use subscale

Content validity

The expert group experienced the items in the general
diabetes subscale as relevant and suitable independent of
diabetes treatment regimen. The knowledge required in
the insulin-use subscale items was considered relevant
for nursing personnel working with insulin users. The
participants in the pilot study experienced the items in
the MDKT as being relevant and appropriate. They presented some minor remarks on the wording, and we
made some minor changes. The authors of the MDKT
confirmed a back-translated version.
Construct validity

The estimated item difficulties from the 1-parameter
Rasch model (Table 2) indicated that item 19 was the easiest item, with a difficulty parameter of –6.55 and

predicted probability of obtaining a correct answer of
99 %. This was also reflected in the item characteristic
curve for item 19 (Fig. 1), which showed that the probability of obtaining a correct answer was close to 1 regardless
of knowledge level. The most difficult item was item 4,
with a difficulty parameter of 2.35 and a predicted probability of obtaining a correct answer of only 16 %. Apart
from item 19 in the insulin-use subscale and item 6 in the
general diabetes subscale, the item characteristic curves
for the remaining items showed a clear increase in the
probability of obtaining a correct answer from low knowledge levels to high knowledge levels (Fig. 1), indicating
that the probability of obtaining a correct answer is associated with the total knowledge level of the respondents.
For instance, for item 1, the probability of obtaining a correct answer was 20 % for respondents with knowledge
scores 4 standard deviations below the average, 80 % for
respondents with average knowledge scores and close to
100 % for respondents with knowledge scores 4 standard
deviations above the average. Respondents with less-thanaverage knowledge scores had a less than 20 % probability
of obtaining a correct answer for the item characteristic
curve for the most difficult item (item 4) and increasing
probability for respondents with higher-than-average
knowledge scores. The item information curves generally
had maximum information at average or lower knowledge
scores. The total test information curves (Fig. 2) showed
maximum information at about 2 standard deviations
below the average knowledge level. The goodness-of fittest, as determined by 200 bootstraps of Pearson’s chisquare, indicated lack of fit in the general diabetes
subscale (P = 0.02) and no lack of fit in the insulin-use
subscale (P = 0.06). After we excluded item 6 in the general diabetes subscale and item 19 in the insulin-use subscale from the Rasch models, the P-values for the
goodness-of-fit tests increased to 0.18 and 0.7, respectively. For the general diabetes scale, removing item 6 also
reduced the Akaike information criterion from 1694.0 to
1640.0, and removing item 19 from the insulin-use subscale improved the Akaike information criterion from
821.6 to 800.1.
Related to the participants’ experience of their own
diabetes knowledge as sufficient or not related to their
given work tasks, 50 (41 %) participants reported their
diabetes knowledge as insufficient. As hypothesized, we
identified statistically significant differences in the general diabetes subscale scores between those who experienced their own diabetes knowledge as sufficient and
those who did not (P < 0.01) (Table 3).
Table 3 indicates statistically significant differences between nurses, nursing aides and nursing assistants in
both general diabetes subscale scores and insulin-use
subscale scores, in accordance with our second hypothesis. The registered nurses had the highest percentage of
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Fig. 2 Test information curve for the general diabetes test and the insulin-use test in MDKT

Table 3 Differences in the mean percentage of correct answers on the MDKT between groups of professions, groups related to
experienced own diabetes knowledge and groups related to insulin administration (n = 127a) in nursing homes and home-based care
MDKT

General diabetes subscale
(items 1–14)

Insulin-use subscale
(items 15–23)

n

Mean % correct answers (SD)

Mean % correct answers (SD)

127

69.4 (15.1)

73.4 (17.6)

Registered nurses

36

76.4 (14.7)d

79.0 (14.7)

Nursing aides

67

66.9 (14.2)

73.3 (16.5)

Nursing assistants

21

65.3 (15.2)

64.0 (21.6)d

<0.01d

<0.01d

Total
Profession

P-value for differences between the groupsb
Experience of own diabetes knowledge as sufficient
Yes

72

72.5 (13.3)

74.8 (18.6)

No

50

65.1 (16.1)

71.1 (16.0)

c

d

P-value for differences between the answer categories

<0.01

0.25

Delegation to administer insulin
Yes

82

73.6 (14.4)

74.9 (17.4)

No

40

60.0 (12.4)

70.6 (18.3)

<0.01

0.22

c

P-value for differences between the answer categories
a

One nursing aide and one registered nurse did not answer the questions on the general diabetes subscale, and two nursing aides and one nurse did not answer
the questions on the insulin-use subscale
b
P-value for differences between groups tested by ANOVA
c
P-value for differences between groups tested by independent sample t-test
d
P < 0.05
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correct answers and the nursing assistants the lowest
percentage of correct answers in both subscales. The differences between the groups remained significant also
after adjustment for the duration of work experience.
Regarding our third hypothesis, we also identified significant differences between those who had been delegated to administer insulin and those who had not for
the general diabetes subscale (P < 0.01) (Table 3). Those
who had been delegated to administer insulin also
scored higher on the insulin-use subscale than those
who had not, but the difference was not statistically
significant.

Discussion
The results indicate that both the MDKT general subscale and the insulin-use subscale adapted for nursing
personnel can be recommended for further use, but
some modification of the subscales should be considered
based on the results from the measurements performed
in this study.
Both the expert group and the participating nursing
personnel in this study experienced the knowledge required in the MDKT as relevant. The topics included in
the general diabetes subscale were considered to be relevant for all types of diabetes and treatment regimens related to both type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Further, the
items in the insulin-use subscale were considered to be
relevant to insulin treatment. The subscale requires
knowledge that nursing personnel should have when
working with people taking insulin. These findings are in
contrast with previous research that claimed that MDKT
is an outdated instrument [18]. A potential weakness,
however, is that the MDKT does not include questions
related to specific new treatment regimens such as insulin pump treatment or various types of glucose-lowering
medications for type 2 diabetes. A suggestion could be
to develop additional subscales focusing on insulinpump use, newer types of insulin, various types of
glucose-lowering medications for type 2 diabetes and
maybe also questions related to blood pressure and
lipid-lowering actions. However, in accordance with
Benetos et al. [19], we emphasize the need for essential
and basic knowledge related to high and low blood glucose among nursing personnel in nursing homes and
home-based care as being among the most important
knowledge to secure satisfactory diabetes management
and subsequently the best possible daily life for older
people with diabetes. A study among 100 nursing home
residents with diabetes [20] indicated and highlighted
unsatisfactory recognition of especially low blood glucose and its negative consequences for the residents’
quality of life. Accordingly, Garcia & Brown [8] also
highlight in their review of the literature the high prevalence of adverse events among nursing home residents
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with diabetes such as hypoglycaemia, hospitalization,
skin ulcers, infections and amputations, but they indicate that the literature unfortunately does not associate
these with diabetes management characteristics.
Regarding the psychometric properties of the MDKT,
we identified relatively weak internal consistency and
item-total correlations for both subscales. A Cronbach’s
alpha of at least 0.70 is generally recommended in developing psychometric instruments [16]. One could, however, question whether Cronbach’s alpha and item-total
correlations are appropriate measures for this kind of
knowledge test. The use of Cronbach’s alpha as a measure of internal consistency has been criticized [21]. It
has also been argued that a high Cronbach’s alpha would
not be expected for index-type questionnaires in which
the items themselves define the construct and can include unrelated items, in contrast to questionnaires in
which the items measure a single underlying construct
such as anxiety or depression [22]. When an index is defined to measure a construct such as knowledge, it
might be of interest to select items that are related to
the construct of interest but not necessarily to each
other. The general diabetes subscale is meant to capture
a broad range of topics relevant to diabetes (e.g. dietary
concerns and the effect of nutrition on blood glucose
control, how to measure blood glucose regulation, how
to treat hypoglycaemia, physical activity and long-term
complications). The insulin-use subscale includes items
on essential aspects critical for administering insulin
treatment (e.g. how to treat diabetes when people have
infections, signs of ketoacidosis, blood glucose–lowering
effect of insulin, reasons for hyperglycaemic events and
what to do when insulin doses are forgotten). Nursing
personnel may have knowledge about some of the required topics without having knowledge about other
topics. Thus, in our opinion, considering knowledge as a
single underlying construct of the MDKT subscales is
difficult. It is more reasonable to classify the MDKT as
an index-type questionnaire according to the definition
used by Streiner [22]. Lack of a single underlying construct is probably the main reason for the weak consistencies and correlations identified for the MDKT
subscales in this study.
Related to the construct of the MDKT subscales, the
total test information curves showed maximum information at about 2 standard deviations below the average
knowledge level, indicating that the MDKT is a rather
easy test that is best suited to distinguish between respondents on the lower end of the knowledge scale. This
may indicate that the MDKT could be an appropriate instrument for use in community care to identify individual and distinct needs for diabetes education among
nursing personnel. Knowledge gaps identified by the
MDKT could also provide useful input for planning and
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implementing educational activities and training courses.
Although publications on educational activities for nursing home employees are scarce, such activities have been
shown to improve the quality of diabetes care in nursing
homes [23].
In accordance with the MDKT’s property of distinguishing between respondents on the lower end of the
knowledge scale, it might be more important to achieve
satisfactory quality of diabetes care by identifying the
nursing personnel lacking basic diabetes knowledge rather than instruments that are more sophisticated at differentiating between those at the upper level of the
scale. Nevertheless, we recommend some modification
of the MDKT. Based on our results, we suggest removing item 6 (general diabetes subscale) and item 19 (insulin-use subscale). These items seem to be too easy, since
almost all participants answer them correctly. The
model-fit (the goodness-of-fit test) also improved when
these items were removed. Further, items 7 and 9
(general diabetes subscale) seem to be quite easy and do
not contribute significantly to differentiating between
groups of respondents.
The original MDKT subscales were developed for use
among adults with diabetes. It is reasonable to claim that
nursing personnel working with people with diabetes
should have at least the same theoretical diabetes knowledge as the patients and preferably a higher level of
knowledge. Nevertheless, we could not compare our results with other studies since we did not find any others
that have validated the psychometric properties of the
MKDT among nursing personnel. In nursing homes and
home-based care, the nursing personnel must often take
over the patients’ self-care. Basic knowledge is sufficient
to do this satisfactorily. The scores on the MDKT subscales in this study indicate a knowledge gap related to
several important topics. For example, the registered
nurses, nursing aides and nursing assistants lack knowledge about the signs of ketoacidosis. The registered
nurses scored correctly on 76 % of the questions in the
general diabetes subscale and 79 % of the questions in
the insulin-use subscale. This indicates potential for improvement. As hypothesized, registered nurses scored
higher than nursing aides and nursing assistants on both
subscales, which could contribute to a discussion of the
distribution of the professionals employed in nursing
homes and home-based care facilities. Further, discussing the diabetes knowledge required in nursing homes
and home-based care is strongly needed, since this study
indicated that 41 % of the respondents experienced their
own diabetes knowledge as insufficient in relation to
their given work tasks. For the general diabetes subscale,
own experience of diabetes knowledge was significantly
correlated with the subscale score. In this study, the
insulin-use subscale did not show the same properties of
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differentiating between groups as the general diabetes
subscale.
This study has some limitations. The sample was relatively small and limited the possibilities for further subgroup analyses to explore the reliability and validity of
the MDKT in different groups of professionals, separately. Further, we did not test whether the MDKT subscales are sensitive and appropriate scales to measure
the effect of educational interventions. As commented
also by the developers of the scale [11], the test may not
be sensitive for all aspects and components of diabetes
education and care, although the test includes several
important topics. Further research and further discussions are needed related to the topics and items included
in the subscales, their psychometric properties and how
to use the MDKT subscales appropriately.

Conclusions
The MDKT, including the general diabetes subscale and
the insulin-use subscale, is perceived as a relevant and
appropriate instrument for measuring diabetes knowledge among nursing personnel in nursing home and
home-based care. The MDKT is an appropriate instrument for identifying individual and distinct needs for
diabetes education. Further, the design and implementation of educational activities and training courses could
be adapted to target the specific needs of knowledge revealed by the MDKT. However, some revision of the
MDKT should be considered.
Additional file
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(DOC 519 kb)
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